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Another year has come and gone, and we had a wonderful time celebrating the Class of 2023 at the Prom on

Thursday evening. We wish them all the very best for their summer off and their results day on Thursday 24

August.





THURSDAY
24 AUGUST

9:00 to 10:30 AM

See you then!



Imogen Hough in Year 7 (now Year 8) had great success in the West

Yorkshire Junior Netball U12s tournament held at Buttershaw Business

and Enterprise College Academy on Sunday 25 June.

Imogen won player of the tournament receiving five Player of the Match

Awards out of the six games she played. Unfortunately her team,

Crawshaw, didn’t get to the finals but did win the Fair Play Award.

The tournament included teams from Crawshaw, Birkenshaw Bells,

Huddersfield Giants, Warriors, Calderdale Cubs, Silkstone Swifts,

Hepworth Hurricanes and Wakefield Wildcats.

The achievement was even more remarkable as Imogen only got back

home from Spain in the early hours of that morning.

Evie Sykes, her mum

and work colleagues

did the Pretty Muddy

Race for Life (5k)

raising money for

Cancer UK on Father’s

Day and raised around

£2000.

Isla and Adam Boocock have again qualified for Crufts; this time

for 2024! What an amazing ongoing achievement for three years

in a row – well done to you both, and your dogs!





Rose Ayling-Ellis

Reporter:
Cerys Barson

Actress Rose Ayling-Ellis is best

known for her role in Eastenders

and for her work which supports the

deaf community. She became the

first deaf actor to play a regular

character on Eastenders and won

Strictly Come Dancing in 2021.

Rose is now calling for sign

language lessons to be made

available and free to everyone who

needs them. She feels passionately

about this issue and says that “It’s a

shame that you have to pay to

communicate with your own child.”

British Sign Language has six different levels. Some

basic starter courses can be free, but after that,

courses can vary from £200 to £700, depending on the

provider. For many families, this is too expensive for

them to afford, meaning they can’t learn how to

communicate with family or even friends. During the

cost of living crisis, it is wrong that people may even

have to choose between learning a language that is

vital to help them communicate, or necessary things

such as paying their electricity bills.

When Rose was a child, her parents were told that if she learnt sign language, it would stop her from learning

how to talk. Research has now shown that rather than hindering speech development, sign language

encourages it.

Lots of deaf children are born to hearing

parents, meaning they may not have much

experience with BSL. The first five years of

a child’s life of essential when learning

sign language. Inadequate access to any

form of BSL can lead to lifelong

consequences for a child’s development

and wellbeing. This is why free sign

language courses should be available to

everyone, not just people who have deaf

family members. Rose Allying-Ellis says

that BSL needs to be taught in all schools

and should become a GCSE too.

We talk about our world being ‘inclusive’

but for deaf people, there is still a lot of

change needed before they can feel

included too.



Censorship

Reporter:
Dexter Hughes

While most of us have the ability to speak our minds, even against authorities such

as the police and the government, without fear of imprisonment or execution, this

isn’t the case for some other countries. Many citizens of countries such as North

Korea are not only victim to manipulative propaganda and media stuffed with lies,

but are frightened into submission by leaders and are therefore largely unable to

argue the current laws and restrictions or change the status quo.

Typically, only dictators have this sort of control over the countries they rule; of

course, a lack of a true democracy means that citizens have no control over their

leaders, allowing the latter to do whatever they please without fear of being pulled

from power. Despite this, however, there are still restrictions on people’s ability to

speak, even in the UK, which I’ll progress to soon.

Look online at all the books that were banned after their publication, their time having deemed them unfit to be

read, and you’ll find that many of them are among the greatest of all time – our attitudes since then, we might

say, around censorship have been drastically changed.

Though the rules have been relaxed since then, the (relatively) new situation with Roald Dahl’s novels points

towards a future in which authors may not be able to speak their mind at all. Yes, this has nothing to do with

dictatorships, but it is to do with freedom of speech – or, rather, some authors’ (however dead they are) lack

thereof.

In Russia, you can be jailed for criticising the government and, in North Korea,

often pointed out as the other main example of a country with an oppressive

leader, you can be executed for living your life in a way the state doesn’t seem fit

and are, in addition, severely punished for words against the government.

Though there’s much to be said about these dictatorships, censorship is another big issue in other countries and,

I believe, very worrying. The ability to construct art or write without fear of suppression or alterations to your work

should be equally valued as freedom of speech, since the two are almost alike, and yet we have many

examples, even recently, of that right being taken away from people.

In the 19th century, there were various different rules writers and

artists had to follow in order for their works to be published and,

even once they are published, not be immediately banned. To

read banned works, in some countries, was a criminal offense –

Fyodor Dostoevsky, the famous Russian novelist, was sent to a

labour camp for four years for joining a group whose members

read these books, solely because their contents opposed the

Tsar government at the time.



Censorship, continued

I’m sure many of you have heard about the recent decision

concerning the contents of Roald Dahl’s novels. If you don’t know,

people have been editing his books, changing certain words

contemporary readers might find ‘offensive’ (Augustus Gloop is now

‘enormous’ as opposed to ‘fat’, for example). Though none of the

plots have been changed, and the characters are still the same, and

though you may be laughing at how seemingly trivial the whole

situation is, perhaps this is more significant than you think. If people

are allowed to change the contents of works of literature, this may

happen on a larger scale, and plots and character may be altered to

suit our time.

Books, I believe, are not only stories but representations of the

historical periods in which they were written – with Shakespeare for

example – though many people have deemed him both racist and

misogynistic, though, outside his characters, who aren’t there to

represent the man himself at all, he never said anything that

deserved of him those labels – we learn about Jacobean attitudes

towards marriage and piety, and his works can serve as equally as

history lessons as stories themselves. With Ancient Greek writers

like Plato, who have also been dubbed as misogynistic and racist,

we learn about how Ancient Greek culture differs from our own.

Instead of dismissing these works that provide insight into their time

periods as ‘offensive’, we should at least try to learn something from

them, accept their differences and understand what they are.
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Back to my main point, changing the works of Roald Dahl may, in

time, escalate, and we might do the same to Plato or Shakespeare,

for example, and, doing so, provide for ourselves an inaccurate view

of history; changing literature is just as bad as diving into a history

book and removing the parts we don’t like, and though the alteration

of a few words in Dahl’s books is largely an inconsiderable change,

it is still censorship and still immoral.

Censorship is still inhibiting one’s freedom of speech, no matter whether it’s small-scale or not.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
AND

PLATO
Racists or misogynists?





This week has been one of new beginnings for many of the historians at BBG. Whilst the old Year 7 cohort

are now starting their contextual curriculum studies as part of Year 8, our other year groups still have their

regular history lessons.

Year 9

Our new Year 9 cohort have started their topic on conspiracy theories by looking at the Flat Earth

conspiracy. This is undoubtedly an interesting and enjoyable topic for pupils, but it is important too. In an

academic sense, it sets pupils up for longer topics later on in year 9, such as the assassination of JFK. In a

more citizenship-focused sense, it’s important that pupils are able to distinguish fact from fiction, and

falsities from reality; in an age of fake-news and rising AI media, the skills pupils pick up now will help them

for years to come.

Year 10

This week we welcome a fantastic cohort of year 10 pupils as GCSE history scholars. Students have

immediately taken to the rigorous academic demands of the curriculum by examining ancient ideas around

medicine, specifically from Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Students have also looked at the ‘Four Humors'

theory, or the ancient idea that illness was caused by an imbalance of broad ‘elements’ within the body.

Soon, students will begin their second topic of Weimar and Nazi Germany alongside their studies on the
history of medicine, with a view to have both topics completed at the same time in June 2024.



In the week before the holiday, students in 7Q1 were given a number of challenges involving prime numbers 

by Mrs Brazier.

One of the challenges was Prime Magic. Please see below for the challenge and some photos of solutions.





Recognising success in 

Performing Arts this week

Ethan Harris
A great start to pre-option 

Performing Arts. A very 

confident approach to his 

new group project

Noah Middleton
First impressions last, and 

Noah has made a fantastic 

first impression in his first 

Year 10 lessons

Sophie Wallace-

Thompson
Excellent independent work 

and great ideas

Thomas Letham
Fantastic ideas and 

wonderful group work in a 

new class

Gracie Thornton
An amazing Distinction 

grade in her first ever piano 

exam!

Mariia Semyrykova
Wonderful confidence when 

performing a script in her 

THIRD language!!



Kara Blakeley

Kara has had a fantastic start to Year 8, which 

adds to her many successes in Year 7. She is a 

quiet and hard working young lady, who tries her 

best in every circumstance. She is friendly and 

supportive of others, and a wonderful student to 

teach.

Frasier Burmo

Frasier is growing into a fabulous young man. 

He is gaining confidence, has a great sense 

of humour, wonderful manners and is a good 

friend. We are really proud of his mature and 

empathetic approach to others. Well done 

Frasier!

Ava Goulding

In the final celebration assembly of Year 7, 

Ava was recognised in more subjects than 

any other student. She is confident without 

arrogance, looks out for others, and 

bounces back when things knock her 

down. A lovely young lady, and a great 

member of the year group.



JOEL WATSON
Joel has had a positive start to Year 9. He has come back 

to school with a good attitude to learning and has 

therefore made some great progress this week.

CHARLIE TURPIN
Charlie has a fantastic attitude to school, he 

has started from where he left off. Well done, 

Charlie. 

BAILEY GAMMELL
Bailey has had a positive start to year 9, he has 

had a good attitude to school and has made some 

fantastic progress. Well done, Bailey. 

CHARLOTTE HARDING
Charlotte consistently makes progress in all her 

lessons in school. She is polite, well - mannered and a 

pleasure to have in the year group.. 
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Great start to Year 10
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Excellent first 
impression with new 

form tutor

The first one to 
discover the number 

of squares on a 
chessboard in maths . 

It’s not 64! 
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Superb start to Year 
10.  Speedy 

calculations of speed, 
distance and time! 

Great first impression! 
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STARS OF THE WEEK
JACK BROWN, TAYLOR GREEN AND DARCEY ARNOLD

Jack has shown improved effort levels in school and a good start 
to Year 11.

Taylor has had a good start to Year 11, and has been working hard 
in lessons.

Darcey has shown great effort levels in Sports Studies this week.













BBG ACADEMY

Available to all students

Fully washed and ironed 

Please contact reception

Options: 

Get new (used) items 

Swap for a larger/smaller size 

Donate old uniform

Please email: uniform@bbgacademy.com





Free online safety

resources and training

for parents



Free online safety

resources and training

for parents



Harrison Taylor 

Mel

For a fantastic start to 

Pre-Option PE. Harrison 

confidently asked and 

answered questions 

throughout the lesson.

Freddie Paver

For representing the 

school with pride at the 

Golf competition in 

Coventry

Harry Mollett

For representing the 

school with pride at the 

Golf competition in 

Coventry

Ben Davis

For representing the 

school with pride at the 

Golf competition in 

Coventry



Arlo Coubrough

Fantastic attitude 

towards the first GCSE 

PE lesson

Charlotte 

Harding
Fantastic start to pre-

option PE. Charlotte’s 

prior knowledge of 

some topics we will 

learn this year is very 

impressive

Julian Ostrowski

Good contributions to 

the first pre-option PE 

lesson

Sebastian 

Prescott

Good contributions to 

the first pre-option PE 

lesson

.



On Thursday 15 June the Under 13 Cricket team 

travelled to Horsforth in the Yorkshire T20 cup. BBG 

batted first and got 85-7 from 16 overs. The Horsforth 

team had some very strong batters who made light 

work of chasing down the total and got there in 7.5 

overs. A good first outing for the team with a handful 

of our team playing their first ever cricket game. Well 

done to those who played.

On Saturday 17th June, Freddie 

Paver and Ben Davies from Year 8 

and Harry Mollett from Year 10 

travelled to Nailcote Hall in 

Coventry to compete in the Elexis 

Brown Foundation Junior Golf day. 

They played 18 hole on the Par 3 

and had a putting competition and 

closest the pin competition 

included. Ben led this competition

for the majority of the morning.

Unfortunately, we didn’t have any 

winners but some great golf on 

show and an enjoyable day out. 

Harry and Freddie finished with a 

net score of 65 and Ben with a net 

score of 76. Well done and keep 

up the hard work!




